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Constra i nt , C rue lty and
Conversation

H ECTOR RODR I G U EZ

The motivation for writing this essay developed out of three overlap

ping concerns . The first was related to the emerging field of game stud
ies . I had just completed an essay about the relationship between play
and seriousness (Rodriguez 2006) ; this topi c is the subj ect of an ongoing
debate . Some scholars claim that playing is essentially not a s erious activ

ity, but a voluntary interruption of everyday affairs ; it is fundamentally a
diversion from the more pressing business of living one 's life. Those who
defend this thesis regard games as artificial formal systems purpo sefully
isolated from the world. Others claim that playing can be a vehi cle of ed

ucation, social change, s elf-transformation and other s erious aims . Games

are , fi'om this point of view, intimately intertwined with deep questions
of life. My essay analyses in some detail Johan Huizinga's s eminal book
Homo Luderls ( 1 998) , which is often understood as an extended argument
on behalf of the thesis that play constitutes a realm apart, a 'magi c circle '
strictly segregated from quotidian goals and interests . 1 conclude that Hu
izinga calls attention to the boundary between the playful and the serious
only to show the fluctuating and anlhiguous status of this distinction .
The playful is not always and everywhere cleaifly demarcated from the
serious .

The second area of concern that underphis the present essay pertains

to the role of constraints in the creative process . A constraint is a limita
tion or obstacle voluntarily accepted by the artist . The writers of the Ou

hpo group, such as R.ayrnond Queneau, ltalo Calvino, Georges Perec or
Harry Matthews , advocate working within self-chosen constraints . Perec ,
for instance, set for himself the task of writing a novel, A Void, wi thout

ever using the letter ' e ' .What is important is the obvious difficulty of this
mission . Writing a book without the letter 'x' , for instance, would not
have posed much of a challenge becaus e of the relative irtfrequency of
the letter in English language use . 1 For the writers of the Oulipo collect
ive , creative work largely presupposes the establishment of an obstacle
or challenge as a productive impetus to creative activity. They saw their
work as ess entially ludic, since every game forces the player to struggle
against some artificial obstacle, s o this idea ties up with my ongoing in
terest in the study of pla : The Oulipo group is central to my own work
as a practicing digital artis t . 1Kecently, I have been closely involved with
theWriting Machine collective founded by Linda Lai; this group, one of
the most promising initiatives in the current Hong Kong media art scene,
has also promoted the value of self chosen constraints as a major artis
tic approach . 2 The work of this colle ctive raises the following qu estion :
whether generative or constraint-bas ed artworks nmst always compris e
tightly clos ed formal systems , or whether (and how) formal constraints
can also open up the work to the life that is lived while making it .

The third set of concerns that inspired this essay aro se in response to

the film The Five Obstruct io ns . I view this work principally as the occa

sion for a rich interpersonal interaction , at once playful and profoundly
serious , between the two filmmakers . The Five Obs truct io ns is an unfolding
conversation . Its artistic content and value is inseparable from the dialogic

process of its p roduction; its subj ect matter is the kind of life that is be
ing lived in the act of making it . More specifically, tile fdin documents a
sequence of challenges . Director Lars vonTrier asked his long time friend
and mentor J¢orgen Leth to remake Leth's influential 1 967 short fihn The
Pe ,ct Human no less than five times , each under a different set of strin

gent conditions . Thus von Trier requires his mentor to shoot his film in
Cuba and India, to keep the length of every shot down to 1 2 frames , to
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make a cartoon version, and to fi_dfd other increasingly more demanding
constraints . Each 'obstruction ' was designed as a trial for Leth. It is the

nature of a challenge that it might not turn out as expected. The Five Ob
structions is the opposite of a carefully pre-designed or storyboarded film,

the style, structure and themes of which have been fn ed in advance by
its auteur; instead, it was deliberately set up as a creative and open-ended

adventure. The viewer invariably experiences the £dm as a process whose
outcome was not premeditated . This opemmss corresponds to an import
ant concern of von Trier's , which perhaps manifests itself most strongly
in The Idio ts (Idio terne, 1 998) : his belief that cinema should extend the

authors ' (and also the viewers ' ) ways of thiizking and perceiving, leading
beyond ordinary frames of expectation towards the new, the unseen, the

unthought . Instead of treating cinematic style as a closed formal system,
the aim is to open the cinema to the outside, to the flesh-and-blood rich

ness of human life. This attitude of extreme recep tivity" and openness to
the outside defines the only model of fihmnaking that I find worth pur
suing and cdebrating. I feel a mounting dissatisfaction with the questions
ofvisual style, narrative form and thematic meaning, which constitute the
core content of a traditional cinema studies [urricuhim. Films are often

treated as closed systems of form or meaning.There is nothing inherently
false or unethical about this way of thinldng, but its hegemony has sealed
off other ways of reflecting about the act of cinema . I prefer instead to
view the cinematic both as a ludic activity, closely cmmected to the study
of games , and as a process ofworking through very serious matters per
taiiting to the care of the self and its relation to other people .

The starting point for this essay is the concept of play, which runs
through the three concerns that motivated the writing of it .

The excellent study Man, Play, and Games, written by the French so
ciologist Roger Caillois ( 1 96 1 ) , contains an extended treatment of the

relationslzip between playing and constraint . Its fundamental assumption
is that there are two ways of playing, which Caillois famously calls paidia
and ludus.

Paidia is characterised by a free and spontaneous enjoyment . It has
an impromptu, uncontrolled and disorderly quality that is lhiked to sen

sory stimulation . Many living creatures relish the immediate experience

il
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of changing sounds , colours , movements and other physical sensations .
Obvious examples include a dog stffffing a bone, a c at entangled in a
blanket, a child making bubbles and a toddler responding with laughter at
the sound of a rattle . The active exploration of, and interaction with, ob

jects becomes a source ofj oy. Children grasp, drop, throw, smell and taste
all sorts of things . There is a love of sheer surprise, motion and change .

Moreover, tiffs type of activity is essentially improvisational. Callhiis is no t

primarily thinking ofjazz nmsicians or actors whose improvisations rest
on a solid foundation of sophisticated techniques and conventions . Pure

paidia is inlpulsive and effortless . Skills , discipline, challenge and training
are not involved. This form of free enj oyment is for Caillois the original

form ofplayful activity.

The second mode of playing, ludus, grows ou t ofpaidia, when children
deliberately set arbitrary challenges for themselves , such as , for instance,

throwing a ball into a basket . Ludus denotes any system of rnles deliber
ately designed to generate a gra tuitous o bstacle or chal lenge for the player.
The difficulty is the point of playing. The obstacle is gratuitous in the
sense that it has been set up solely for the pleasure of overcoming it . Ac

cording to most theorists , games (as opposed to other forms of playing)
largely consist of rule systems designed to establish arbitrary challenges ,
which the player voluntarily sets out to conquer. In his book The Grass
hopper, for instance, Bernard Suits describes the action of playing a game
as ' the voluntary attempt to overcome urmecessary obstacles ' ( 1 978 : 4 1 ) .
A golf player cannot, for instance, simply grab the ball , walk to the hole
and drop it in ; instead, he must patiently keep on striking the ball with
a club. I t would be profoundly misleading to clainl that the obj ective of
golf is to introduce the ball into the hnle. The point of playing the game
is to overcome the difficulties brought about by the rules of the game, and

so to overcome a challenge that has been conventionally estabhshed. The
achievement of the final goal is pointless independently of the framework
of rnles that calls for skill , p atience and effort . Suits describes the player's

voluntary submission to an arbitrary rule system as the adoption of a 'lu
sory attitude' ( 1 978 : 35) .The lusory attitude consists in choosing to accept
the rules of the game, just so that the activity afforded by such rules can
be carried out . a
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The game player goes through a challenge that puts her intelligence,

resistance, inventiveness , strategy, courage and endurance to the test .

Ludus contains a strong element of suspense . When that tension is ab

s ent, the purpose of the action has been defeated. Consider the nml

tiplayer game MazeWar, which requires players to sh oot each other

while moving about inside a maze. Some players discovered that they

could easily make dlemselves inxmlnerable simply by positioning them

selves inside a dead end and, facing the only entryway, shooting every

passerby. This strategy, which is not techitically in breach of the rules of

the game, exploits a loophole in the rules to circumvent the challenge.
Game designer Chris Crawford has obs erved: 'This behaviour was per

fectly legal within the framework of rules , but everybody knew it was

"not f air ' " (2003 : 39) . Crawford 's point is that the ultimate goal is no t

' to beat the system enclosing the challenge ' by achieving the obj ective in

conformity with the formal rules ; the objective is to conquer the chal

lenge its elI2 The player must pass the test , not circumvent it . Those who

exploit loopholes in the system are thereby betraying the spirit of the

game, even if they are not techni cally violating the letter of its rules . The

element of ditiiculty is ess ential , and so a game cat'not be described as only
a formal system, independently of the abilities and limitations of human

players .

Ludus consists of sharply differentiated conventions , tools and resourc

es that require specialised skill s . Specialisation is crucial . This ludic spirit

already underpins the first ' games ' that children a 'e capable of naming,

such as , for instance, hop scotch, rope jumping, cops and robbers , hide

and-seek, tic-tac-toe, and so forth . The ris e of ludus also manifests itself

in other activities , which are not always described as games but which

nonetheless present a distinctly specialis ed character, such as kite-flying

or skateboarding; each activity displays distinctive conventions and uten

sils distinguistzing it fioru other forms of play. Each must be learnt, and

each presents some difficulty for the player. The rise of ludus out ofpaidia
consists in the differentiation of children 's play into distinct games ; this

process brings about an essential transformation in the nature of play,

which becomes conventionalised and, in a (nonpejorative) s ense , institu

tionalised . Ludus constitutes an enrichment of play, which acquires pro

[i i l
[ i
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gressively more refined and diversified resources and concerns . Caillois '
deep point is this : the acquisition of new resources - such as materials ,
utensils , technologies , goals and strategies - changes the internal quality
ofplay.These resources are not external decorations ; they are constitutive
ofthe intrinsic experi ence of a ludic action . Crucially, they must be learnt .
Wherever there is ludus, there is the po ssibility of training, the acquisition
and refinement of skills .Whereas pure paidia cherishes effortless gratifica
don, ludus requires et brt, patience and practic e . The player may gradually
mas ter the operation of a tool, such as a kite or a yo-yo, or more abstract
reasoning skills like the ability to solve puzzles or mysteries .

Additional examples of games with strong ludus elements include
crossword puzzles , mathematical recreations , anagrams , mazes , rope jump
ing, pinball machines , sports and most role-playing games . Hobbies like
the meticulous construction of s cale models or the invention of new

gadgets also require persistence and sel£-disciphne. Hacking can also be
viewed as a form of ludus , since it is often done purely for the sake of

mastering a dit]-]culty. The player of Grand Theft Auto : Liberty City Stories
who undertakes several taxi missions to improve his /her driving skills
is thereby enj oying the element of ludus that is obviously central to the
game. Some digital ganles , for example Omikron : The Nomad Sou!, include
shooting galleries where players can take time fine-tminag their skills .
Many" computer adventure games begin with relatively simple missions ,
such as driving a car to a particular location or throwing simple obj ects ,
all designed to train the player in such basic game mechanics as character
motion and weapon handling. Playing a game requires patience, concen
tration , traimng and dis cipline.

To highlight the importance of ludus is to emphasis e the importance
of constraints in all forms of adult playfulness . In particular, the concept
of constraint remains an essential featm'e of many forms of artistic pro

duction . Artists often work within a system of norms , such as the rules

of poetic rhyme and pictorial perspective, the division of literature and
film into narrative genres with fairly strict rules , or the codification of
specialised musical forms like the sonata or the canon. Artistic equipment,
such as a musical instrument or a photographer's camera, can also be
considered as the physical embodiment of a set of constraints that must
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be mastered. These constraints are all received by the artist in the form of
codified traditions that are recorded, taught and learnt.
Although the evolution of constraints clearly enhances human cul

ture, the j oyful improvisation characteristic ofpaidia nonetheless remains

a vital aspect of adult play and creativit3a It persists as a source of unruly
spontaneity even in the nfidst of highly disciplined games . The contrast

of ludus and paidia, then , is not an exclusive opposition . Even computer
games like the Grand 711eft Au to s eries , which require extensive skills in

driving or shoo ting, also allow players the immediate pleasure of explor
ing a sprawling urban environment by, for instance, undertaking small
missions or simply walking and driving around. Tiffs exploratory craving
for perceptual discovery retains a strong element ofpaidia .

There is another sense in which ludus is sometimes intimately con
nected with paidia . The copresence of both aspects is ess ential to the na
ture of certain cultural activities whose main characteristic is this : in1

provisation and spontaneity are prominent, but only when the agent has
mastered the requisite skill to the degree that its performance becomes
automatic . In the cas e of improvisational music and acting, for instance,

the person undertakes creative actions which are t once spontaneously
performed and skills-bas ed. Excellence in Chinese calligraphy calls for
training, and yet its performance is often executed rapidly, before the
ink dries up. Perhaps the combination of improvisation and spontaneity
is a core aspect of all forms of play. Consider the cas e of skateboard

ing. On one hand, its performance clearly demands special skills acquired
and refined through persistent exercising. On the other, the activity also
involves a high level of moment-by-moment improvisation; the urban

skateboarder must cultivate a state of alert readiness to respond to the
un expected. Moreover, this effort is motivated by a desire for intense and

irnmediate physical s ensations arising from gliding, leaping, and so forth ,
and thus manifests the fas cination with perceptual change and surprise
that Caillois identifies as ess ential to paidia . This intertwinement of skill

and spontaneity also figures prorrmlently in documentary filmmaking.
The fflrranakers must understand fully the operation of the camera and
sound recording equipment; yet they must respond immediately to the
ongoing contingencies ofunpredictable situations , and embrace the value

of surprise and novelty. Improvisation is central to most documentaries .

(Theoretical discussions of documentary cinema, which tend to focus

on epistemological questions about truth , objectivity and authority, often

ignore the role of improvisation in the fihr naking process . )

Spontaneity is not incompatible with constraint . The very possibility
of spontaneous action may in some cases require the presence of strong

constraints . Spontaneity is something that, sometimes , we mus t work to
wards . This can be illustrated with reference to the so-called 'fundamental

rule ' of Freudian free association . Freud would ask his patients to report

whatever would spring to mind, even when it might appear irrelevant,

embarrassing or offensive. The fl ee flow of ideas is thus guaranteed by

a constraint . The purpose of the constraint is in this case to provide a

framework for the spontaneous access to unconscious ways of thinking.

Improvisation is here not only compatible with but also made possible by

the existence of a constraint . It is even possible to conceive of a constraint

stating that there should be no constraints . In The Flue Obstructions , for in

stance, von Trier once lays down the rule that there should be no rules .

Ludus and paidia are also intertwined in another set of cas es , those in

which the constraints themselves evolve spontaneously, through some sort

of improvisational action.To explain what is involved in this type ofludic

action, I need to introduce the concep t of a self-generated constraint .

Although constraints are primarily mediated through traditions , some

artists prefer to devise their own systems ofnorms . The invention of such

self-generated constraints has played a prominent role in contemporary

art . Abstract painter Pier Mondrian deliberately restricted his colour

scheme to black, white and the subtractive primaries (blue, yellow and

red) ; he also eschewed all curves and diagonals and used only sharply de

limited geometric forms . In his mature films , Japanese filmmakerYasuj iro

Ozu avoided fades and dissolves , working largely with straight cuts , little

or no camera movement and mostly low viewing positions . These two
artists deliberately restri cted the range of choices available to them.

It would seem that s elf-generated boundaries set strict limits on the

spontaneity of the agent, but self-generated constraints sometimes evolve

spontaneously. Consider the following instance : in a classical game situ

ation, every player knows every rule in advance of the start of play. The
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rules have been fixed beforehand and all participants voluntarily subn t to

them . But it is possible to conceive of a game whose rules do not precede
- but rather arise during the playing of the game . Players might start out

with tufty a few basic constraints and evolve the rest of the rules through
a free-flowing conversation . The point is no t how players here respond

to the rules , but how they create the rules in the first place. Those norms

might conceivably remain provisional and subj ect to revision throughout
the process of playing. In this situation, players would have to negotiate

the rules of their interaction. As 1 have noted els ewhere : 'The experimen

tal emergence, sustenance and transformation of community would thus

become the core subj ect and aim of the game ' (Rodriguez 2006) . I would

now add that another po ssible topic of such a game is the display of the

self, insofar as it unfolds in relation to the needs and judgements of others .

The game may be designed so as to put friendship, love, trust , confession,

suspicion, betrayal and other aspects of intimacy and self-disclosuw into pla3a
To elaborate on this aspect of serious play, I propo se to consider the con

cept of self-generated constraint at greater length .
In particular, I want to examine some of the reasons why artists might

choose to invent their own constraints . The decision to work v,ilthin a

system of seff-chosen limitati ons has been justified by philosophers and
artists in terms of five principal motives .

Some abstract painters sometimes assert that artistic beauty radically

differs from natural beauty. Mondrian's self-imposed restrictions were de

signed to avoid any colours , lines and shapes that might possibly recall
those m the natural world. Whereas nature dazzles the eye with varied

forms and shades of colour, Mondrian restri cted his vocabulary to a rigid
set of basic elements . The use of exact and closed contour hnes and the

restriction of the artist 's colour palette resulted in perceptual experiences

radically different from those available in a natural setting. In general , the

creation of artificial constraints can thus be used to highlight the conven

tional nature of artistic systems .

A second viewpoint ju stifies the construction of constraints as an as

sertion offreedom.The philosopherJon Elster has expressed this rationale

eloquently : ' If we regard an action very generally as the outcome of a
choice within constraints , then typically the choice v/ill represent an ele

ment offreedom and the constraints an element of necessity. If, however,

the constraints themselves are freely chosen, the element of necessity is

to some extent mastered and harnessed to a purpose '4 ( 1 984 : 80) . In a
superb monograph, David Bordwell has drawn on Elster's discussion to

describe the fdms ofYasujiro Ozu as a deliberate narrowing down of the

basic set of sty stic options availabl e to him (1 988 : 1 62 3) . He views

Ozu as a filmmaker who purposefully restricted his choices by setting up

intrinsic norms and developing ludic variations on these norms . Insofar

as it is self-imposed, this restriction is not a loss of freedom but rather an
assertion of it .

The voluntary limitation of resources can also be viewed as a way

for the artist to focus her attention in a manner that could be loosely

described as experimental . The designer of an experiment typically main

tains certain features rigidly constant in order to observe the effect of

varying a limited set of parameters . The existence of carefully designed
constraints is thus a core aspect of experimental action . Its purpose is to
eliminate the effects of irrelevant factors and to maintain a situation of

control . Modern artists have sometimes adopted an experimental res earch

agenda . Painter and educator Jos efAlbers spent years primarily painting
squares , in order to concentrate his activity on the perceptual effects of
different relations between colours .

The construction of a new constraint can be seen as a vehicle of ar

tistic progress , as the invention of a new tectmiqu e. Each new constraint
is a novel artistic resource made available to the artistic community. This

c an be seen in the work of the members of the Oulipo group, who saw

themselves as inventors of new techniques that augment the repertoire of

literary techniques .

The Oulipo writers also celebrated constraints as antidotes against
romanti c values like inspiration and self-expression . In their view, an im

portant aspect of creative work is the artist 's voluntary submission to a

system of limitations . I have always found this idea extremely fruitful in
my teaching: whenever stu dents find themselves thwarted by a creative

Mock, waiting helplessly for -some mysterious source of inspiration, it is
useful to suggest that they should let some arbitrary constraint guide the
execution of the work.Why not try, for instance, to make a comic book
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that can be read upside down, diagonally, or following the movement

of a knight in chess? The confrontation with an artificial difficulty is an
important source of artistic ideas . This idea is relevant to The Five Obstruc
tions, which can be described as the process whereby one filmmaker (von

Tri er) help s another (Leth) to overcome an artisti c block, precis ely by

setting up a series of constraints .

Artists and philosophers have, then, described and justified the inven
tion ofnew constraints with reference to at least five goals : (i) distinguish

ing art from nature; (ii) affirming the artist 's freedom or mastery; (iii)
concentrating the artist 's attention on an experimental research agenda;
(iv) enriching art by discovering new techifiques ; and (v) undermining

the importance of inspiration in art-making. In addition to these five
aims , The Five Obs tructions brings out another way of thinking about the
role of constraints . To understand what is involved here requires that we

reconsider the question ofdifficulty in creative activiv¢ In what ways can

artistic activity be difficult?
Most discussions assume that a difficult task is demanding on our in

tellectual or physi cal skills . Its execution requires training and effort . Mak
ing a perspec tive drawing, for instance , is time-c°onsuming; dancing and
skateboarding call for long hours of arduous practice. But some ac tivities
are dill:]cult because we deeply resist doing them. Scholars who analyse

ganles often forget that people do not always find playing pleasurable :
children sometimes experience sports as deeply intimidating; some adults

treat games involving close physical contact with other players as either
repugnant or embarrassing. There is such a thing as resistance to playing .
Another activity that many people fear entering into is p sychoanalysis ,

which requires from the patient an attitude of subanission to stri ct con
straints , such as the discipline of keeping appointed times , attending ses
sions regularly and (especially) speaking freely about one 's experiences .

Psychoanalysis is difficult because we are not inclined to confo rm to those con
strain ts . The source of the fear is no t the constraints themselves but the

experiences with wtzi ch the constraints are designed to bring us face
to face. The frightening nature of these experiences is revealed in the
insistent effbrts patients frequently make to bargain their way out of the
rigours of therapeutic dialogue .

t
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The concept of resistance has not , to my mind, been sufficiently dis
cuss ed in the literature on aesthetics . An activity can be difficult not only

because it requires a high level ofmanual or intelle ctual skill , but also be
cause it is deeply feared . The nature of the difftculty lies in our resistance
to the activity.Working through this resistance essentially calls for an in
terpersonal situation .What is resisted - the source of the patient's fear in
a therapeutic situation - is the experience of being expos ed intimately to
another person . This is very different from the sort of difficulty involved
in solving a mathematical puzzle or composing a musical canon. It is the
sort of difficulty involved m The Five Obstructions . One feature ofthis type
of interpersonal situation is that compassionate concern cannot always be
definitely disentangled from cruell y and the thirst for power. To describe
what is involved in more concrete terms , it is illmninating to consider the
film in some detail .

The Five Obstructions documents a conversation between friends . The

nature of this conversation, the unpredictable ebb and flow of its ongoing

dynamic, is the subject of the film. Both filmmakers start out by agreeing
on a basic, overarching constraint : Leth agrees to fulfil the tasks stipulated
by von Trier, however unreasonable they n i ght appear to be. The content
of each task is not, however, agreed upon at the outset . Von Trier often
invents new- rules on the spot, in response to casual comments made by
Leth . When Leth mentions his love of Havana cigars , for instance, his

friend immediately stipulates that the next film must be shot in Cuba.
One filnmlaker spontaneously makes a constraint out of the remarks
spontaneously proffered by the o ther. Some constraints are based on yon
Trier's long-term knowledge of his friend; for instance, his requLrement
that one film should consist only of 1 2-fi'ame shots reflects his awareness

that Leth prefers a lon take s@e.Throughout the fihn, vonTrier adopts a
special attitude towards the utterances of his friend, regarding them as raw
materials with which to elaborate a new constraint, and Leth becomes

increasingly more cautious as he realises that anything he says may be
turned against him .The interplay between self-revelation and the forma
tion of constraints is perhaps the core mechanism of The Five Obs tructions .
Too much critical attention has been devo ted to the ways Leth responds

to the obstructions stipulated by yon Trier ; few commentators have ad
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Lars yon Trie r spa rs . , . , . ,wi th Jorgen Leth

dressed the process whereby those constraints were conceived in the first

place . The five obstructions emerge out of a cemversation .The constraints

are thus spontaneously generated, bringing together hldus and paidia .
The Five Obs tructions provides a model for creativity as ludic action. Its

basi c feature is the spontaneous generation of constraints in a situation

of inthnate conversation . But the dialogue is ess entially conflict ridden .

An 'obstruction' is not exactly the same as a ' constraint ' . The term sug

gests something like the clash of two footballers on opposite teams , one

person deliberately blocking the advances of another. Thus the interplay
of force and counter-force is crucial here. If there is a ludic element, it is

profoundly agonisti c ; it re call s games of competition. The five obstruc
tions are s tages in an active confi-ontation .Von Trier clearly enjoys taunt

ing and provoking his fri end . He sees tdmself as the originator of the idea
and the driving force behind its execution, assertively placing himself in

the position of a teacher and a psychoanalyst , and he clearly relishes the

po sition of authority that he has reserved for himself. The ethos of this

proj ect is obviously very far removed from the love of intellectual games
and mathematic al puzzles characteristic of tbe Oulipo group.

58

A crucial aspect of the dialogue is the dement of subj ecfion . From the
very start , Leth agrees to conform to the constraints put into place by yon
Trier, who likes to speak of ' self-flagellafion ' and ' sacrifice ' . He describes
his obstructions as having a twofold aim . The firs t is to hurt his fi'i end .

But hurting him is not enough . The tasks are also designed, secondly, to
make a deep mark in Leth's character. One of the ob structions , which

obhges Leth to visit a red light district in Bombay, is meant to question
the director's detached, observational style which von Trier regards as
a carefully engineered and cultivated pose - by confronting him with a
situation of extreme miserF In The Five Obstructions , the principal task
for Leth is no t to make a seri es of good films but to fulfil obediently the
requirements set for him. Subj ection, not the pursuit of aesthetic value,
is the core focus of the enterpris e . Leth often attempts to circumvent the
task at hand by interpreting it loosely, bargaiifing his way around it or
evading it altogether. But for each task there can be success or failure, and
the absolutely final test is- yon Trier's acceptance or rej ection ofwhatever
film Leth brings back . The master 's instructions cannot be interpreted
loos ely: ' It was not the film I asked for,' is his devastating reply to one of
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Leth's projects . The film that his friend had ended up making, yon Trier
acknowledges , is probably superior to the film actually requested, but the
aesthetic quality of the product is not the point . Von Trier is particularly
concerned to prevent his friend from hiding behind a facade of clever

ness , feigned indifference or sensuous beaut3z
In this context, questions of ethics naturally come to the foreground,

because of the obvious possibi ty that one person might take advantage
of the other. Von Trier 's obstructions often have an element of sadistic

aggression. The line between hos tility and compassionate care is difficult
to define with any degree of certainty. Von Trier explicitly states that tl,e
project 's basic conception was a personal attack against his friend and
mentor, and yet it was also meant kindly. Throughout The Five Obstruc

tions, the boundary between aggressivity and kindness is often blurred.
This ambivalence gives the peculiar character of cruelty to the ftlm.

Elaborating on this element of cruelty, von Trier adds that he mtly
chastised his friend because he himself desired chastisement, s o his ag

gressiveness can be viewed as a form of proj ective identification . It was
frmn the start an act of martyrdom, displaced onto another person . In
some sense, one could read tllis dement of proj ection as a metaphor for

a certain form of cinenlatic masochism. In fiction films like Breaking the

Waves ( 1 996) or Dancer in the Dark (2000) , von Trier portrays characters ,

often won,en, undergoing painful hunfiliations , and these characters can
all be seen as projective fulfRments of the filmlnaker's deep-rooted desire
for sdf-flagellation. But the documentary format of The Fb;e Obstructions
introduces an important variation to this projective s chenle . The other
person is not a fictional character wholly created by the author-god but
an autonomous person who can actively resist yon Trier's attacks . In a
newspaper interview, Leth himself criticis ed von Trier's convi ction that
truth only arises through extreme humiliation: 'Lars has this crazy theory
that truth comes out i£ you are broken . And i don 't agree with that . I t is
a romantic and sentimental notion. He wanted me to break down . But it

will not happen . Not with me ' (quoted in Brooks 2003) . Leth clearly sees
himself as resisting his friend's attacks . The autonomy of the other is an

important ethi cal (and also artistic) aspect of the film.The viewer is always
aware that The Five Obs tructions lacks a single authorial voice . It is not the

cas e that a ftlmmaker shapes a character in line with his own proj ective
fantasies . The clash of subjectiviti es is a fundamental aspect of the work.

To recapitulate, The Five Obstructions gives a modal ofhidic interaction
having the following features : the hlitial constraint, agreed upon prior
to the start of the game, stipulates that one filmmaker (the ' subject') will
implement the restrictions imposed by the other (the 'game master' ) . The
latter will judge what does or does not count as a successful implemen
tation. The actual gameplay consists of three core activities . The first is a
series of conversations w-here the game master uses comments from the

subj ect , as well as his own personal knowledge of the subj ect , to specify
several tasks . The second activity consists of the efforts by the subject to
fulfil those tasks . The third is the moment of judgement, whereby the

game master decides whether or not the intentions have actually been
fulfilled . Judgement is followed by a reward or a punishment . The game
master has carefully designed ttzi s process deliberately to inflict pain, and
also to make a permanent mark on the subject . The design must be based
on the master's own personal fantiliarity with the subject , c emented
through ongoing conversations . The master's psychological motivations
are ambivalent, mixing cruelty and compassion . The subj ect chooses to
resist this aggression by various means , such as evading or reinterpreting
the task, refusing to speak words that might reveal his true feelings , and
so forth .

Near tile film's conclusion, von Trier mentions that perhap s he has

seen rally what he expected to see. This statement brings out a core
theme of the film, the struggle within and against the cognitive s chemata
that frame our expectations . To view The Five Obstructions is to notice the
ambiguities involved in one person's perceptions of the other. The entire
proj ect becomes a hall ofmirrors , shot through with ambiguities , s which
manifest themselves primarily in two areas . The first involves the power
relation between the two filrmllakers . The viewer becomes increasingly

unsure about which person is actually directing the entire situation . Leth
gradually appears to gain the upper hand; he grows progressively more
self-confident, while von Trier's own self-assurance is progressively erod

ed . If The Five Obstructions is partly about the intertavinement of power
and care, the nature of the power relation is difficult to describe precisely.
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The second area of ambiguity pertains to the question of self-disclosure.

Von Trier highlights this topic in the concluding s egalent of the film,

whi ch he himself dire cts but using Leth 's name and Leth's voice-over :
he des cribes the Leth persona as a carefully tailored fiction. Von Trier's

stated aim was , at least in part, to penetrate the mask and undermine the

fiction. But whose self is in the end really exposed?Whose personality is

revealed? Perhap s the film exposes far more about von Trier 's arrogance,

and about his ambivalence regarding a key father figure in his life, than

about Leth 's own cliaracter.Von Trier notes : ' It is always the attacker who
is exposed.' T}w Five Obs tructions concludes on a note of failure : 'Nothing

was revealed, and nothing helped.' The viewer emerges from this con

frontation uncertain as to its outcome. Has the entire proj ect really been
a Failure?What, if anything, has been learnt about the two artists?What, if

anything, has changed in their lives? In this game of attack and counter

attack, power relations become ambiguous , and the success or Failure of

the entire proj ect remains obscure.

Ambiguity is of course a fanrdiar modernist trope. Some would say,

no doubt with good reason, that it has become a pretentious and tire

some clich& In The Five Obstructions , however, amb3guity does some very

important work. As a first approximation , we might say that ambiguity

calls attention to the fluidity of interpersonal situations . It is difficult to

describe precis ely who dominates whom, and it is dill]cult to separate
the mask from the authenti c s elf. This difficulty is not a matter of some

contingent cognitive hinitation on the part of either £ilnmlaker; it is in

the nature of an interpersonal situation that these determinations should
remain essentially elusive. There are no precis e or definite facts of the

matter. The point of this indefiniteness is not, as ano ther clich4 would

have it , to encourage viewers to ' think for themselves ' . Rather, the point

is to express an image of thought, a paradigm ofwhat it means to think .

More specifically, the fdin tackles the possibility of thinking thoughts that
defy clear-cut categorisafion . Thinking is no t (at least no t ouly) the ap

plication of a predefined image or schema that enables recognition and

identification . Rather, thought is an opening to the new. Ambiguity is

thus not an end in itselt it is an aspect of a mode of thinking as radical

openness , without a predefined image. The philosopher Gilles Deleuze

has expressed this point , which to my mind is the key to his entire oeuvre :
' the problem is not to direct or methodically apply a thought which pre
exists in principle and in nature, but to bring into being that which does
no t yet exist . . . To think is to create' ( 1 994 : 1 47) .

The making of The Five Obstructions is a work of thinking as prob
lematising. As I have noted elsewhere, paraphrasing Hulzinga:

The etymological roots of the word 'problem' . . . reveal two closely re
lated meanings : 'problemata' were (a) shields used for protection and

(b) things thrown for another person to grab hold of. The ideas of skill ,
competition and challenge are everywhere evident . The philosophical
aporta or paradox, for instance , was originally understood as an mfigma
without a definite answer, often put forth as a challenge to a real or imagi

nary opponent . (P,odriguez 2006)

Each task is an open problem that von Trier aggressively throws at Leth.
But the need for von Trier to invent each successive task also constitutes a

problem, since the rules are not designed in advance. Thinking unfolds , as
it should, in fits and starts , uncertain of its destiny, its path and its nature .

Here we see the key point ofthe dialectic of ludus andpaidia , of constraint
and improvisation , in The Five Obs tructions: it is about the origin ofthitzk
ing as an open adventure, beyond mere recognition , out of a cotfflict
ridden encounter with a loved one.

NOTES

1 A comprehens ive col lect io n of Ou l ipoean tech n iq ues can be found i n Motte J r

( 1 998 ) .

2 See http : //www.wri tiegmach i ne-co l lective . net/b log/?page_id= 1 1 .

3 For a n exte nded d iscuss ion of th is top ic , see Bradford (n , d . ) .

4 I am g ratefu l to Pais ley L ivingston for a fru itfu l conversation about th is top ic .

5 He also notes that he is on ly 15utt i ng words i nto h is friend 's mouth to avoid say ing

them h imself.
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